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In this second part of our paper on this subject, we shall turn to one applica- 
tion of the theorem proved in Part I [I]. A s in Part I we shall assume X to be a 
real or complex infinite-dimensional Banach space with a countable basis 
{zi}ia_r and further satisfaying the property that every closed linear subspace 
in X has a complementary closed linear subspace in X (assumption A in [I]). 
We shall be content with presenting the details of the application of Theo- 
rem I Part I, to semi-Fredholm operators (see below for the definition of 
semi-Fredholm operators; also, cf., Cordes and Labrousse [2] and Neubauer 
[3] (i)); actually here we need only the case k = 0 of Theorem 1 of [l]. Some 
other applications appear possible and straightforward, as for example, the 
deduction of an analogue of Kuiper’s Theorem 2 (Kuiper [4]) from Theo- 
rem 1, or for example, presenting a Banach space interpretation of K theory, 
analogous to Atiyah’s Hilbert space interpretation of kT theory (cf. [5] Appen- 
dix, also [6]). 
To proceed with semi-Fredholm operators, from the analogy of semi- 
Fredholm operators in a separable Hilbert space [2], one would conjecture 
that two semi-Fredholm operators d, B in a separable Banach space have the 
same index (see below, and also [2], [3] (i) for the definition of index), if and 
on& ij, =1 and B are pathwise connected in the class of semi-Fredholm 
operators having the same index as ‘L2 and B. The “if” part of this conjecture 
has been satisfactorily dealt with by Neubauer [3] (i). The “only if” part of 
the conjecture has been proved to be true by Neubauer [3] (i) with certain 
reasonable assumptions about the Banach space X and in the case where r2 
and B have the samefinite index. The case where iz and B have infinite index 
has been also dealt with by Neubauer [3] (ii), though not quite as satisfac- 
torily as the case of finite index. In the sequel we shall prove one result in this 
context, which appears to be nontrivial (Theorem 2 below). 
Our assumption about the Banach space X throughout this paper is the 
following: 
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Assumption 
X is a real or complex infinite-dimensional Banach space satisfying the 
assumption A (see [l]). 
The author is aware of the limitation imposed by this assumption, owing 
to an old conjecture (see Introduction in [l]), but also at the same time hopes 
to know more about the significance of semi-Fredholm operators in Banach 
spaces. 
DEFINITION 1. A linear operator A with dense domain 9(A), and range 
W(A) both contained in X is called semi-Fredholm if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) A is closed; 
(ii) W(A) is a closed subspace of X; 
(iii) either dim J1“(,4) or codim %‘(A) is finite, where J(A) denotes the 
null-space of A, and codim W(A) = dim X/W(A). 
DEFINITION 2. If -4 is semi-Fredholm, and a(A) = dim&A), 
/3(A) = codim g(A), th en we define p(A) = u(A) - /3(A) when both a(A) 
and ,8(A) are finite, and p(A) = + cc or - co when cu(A) or /?(A) is infinite 
of power aleph 0, respectively. p(A) is called the index of A. 
In the sequel let A and B be everywhere dejked semi-Fredholm and hence 
continuous, linear operators, both having the index equal to - 00 (or both 
+ a). 
By virtue of Lemma 4.1.3 of [3] (i), it is enough to consider the case where 
A and B are both one-one. 
The theorem that we shall establish in the sequel is the following. 
THEOREM 2. If A and B both have index - CO, then A and B can be 
connected by a path which lies within the class 9=( - CO) of such operators as A 
and B, i.e., linear everywhere defined semi-Fredholm (and hence, continuous) 
one-one operators with index equal to - CO. 
A similar assertion holds for the case where A and B both have index 
+ 02. 
Proof. We shall prove the assertion only for the case where A and B 
both have index equal to - co. 
We shall denote W(A) and S?(B) by JZ, @, respectively. Let N and V 
be infinite-dimensional closed linear complements in X of &? and %, re- 
spectively. We shall manufacture two transformations TI , T, , both belonging 
to GL, where TI maps JH onto &, and maps a complementary infinite- 
dimensional closed subspace &, of & onto a closed complementary subspace 
V0 of 4; T2 maps @ onto w0 an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of Vs 
409/3+-3 
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such that W0 has an infinite-dimensional closed complement rik; in Va, 
further T2 maps ry”a onto % and is the identity on ?Y> . 
Then 
T = T,T, E GL, 
and maps @(/I) onto the subspace “ly-, which is complementary to % @ “w; . 
Since X satisfies A, the subspaces k’“, Y’i also satisfy A. Furthermore, 
(cf. [7] p. 58, p. 418), we recall that a family Q of linear functionals on X is 
said to be total if, given x E X, f(x) = OV’E 9 3 N = 0. The dual space 
X* of X contains a countable total set (see [S] p. 207, 2~); a similar statement 
is true of the dual JV* of ./lr, and of the dual YO* of 9;. Let {xi} be a count- 
able normalised basis in X. Any x E X has a unique expansion 
Let {xk*> E X* 3 x,*x = wk., K = 1,2,... . Then {xk*} is a countable total 
set in X* (see [8] p. 207, 2~). Similarly, let -J+; be an infinite-dimensional 
closed subspace in JV 3 ~4; has a closed infinite-dimensional complement 
x: in JV. Let {ni} be a countable normalised basis in .J . So any n E xz 
has a unique expansion 
n = f cini . 
i=l 
Let n,* E ~t$*, 3 9zi*n = ci , i = 1,2 ,... . Then {ai*} is a countable total set 
in xa*. 
Following Neubauer ([3] (i), p. 127) we define the operator S, : X -+ xs by 
s,x = i pi(xi*x) n, ) 
i=l 
where {j$}itl is a sequence of positive real numbers such that ~~=,/?~ < CO. 
It is clear that S, is a one-one bounded (in fact compact; cf. [9] p. 279) linear 
operator. Hence, choosing C fii sufficiently small (cf. [lo], 5.17, p. 235 and 
2.14, p. 203), A + S, is a semi-Fredholm operator, with 
01(A + S,) = 0, P(L4 + S,) = a, 
p(A + S,) = p(A) = - 03. 
Also W(A + S,) is closed and g(A + S,) A 9((A) = {O}. 
Now let M1 be an infinite-dimensional closed complement of 
W(A) cw’(A + Sl> in X. Defme the operator A, on X by: 
A, = A-l on the closed subspace A(&;) C .M, 
= 0 on a suitable complement of A(JQ in X, (1) 
A, defined by linearity everywhere in X. 
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Since MI is in a complement of 3?(A + S,) it is clear that the bounded linear 
operator 
(A + Sl) + 4 
maps X one-one onto & = 9(A + S,) @ Jl< . We have therefore estab- 
lished: 
3 an infinite-dimensional complementary subspace Ma of ~ti 
in X and a one-one bounded linear mapping T,,’ of X onto J+; . (2) 
Next let V2 be an infinite-dimensional closed subspace in 9’ 3 Vs has a closed 
infinite-dimensional complement 9;’ in T. We then define a compact operator 
S, : X--+ V2 just as we had defined S, above, and establish by a similar 
argument applied to the operators B, S,: 
3 an infinite-dimensional complementary subspace V0 of 4 
in X and a one-one bounded linear mapping T,’ of X onto V0 . (3) 
For this purpose we have only to take Y’i to be 
W(B + S,) 0 dy; , 
where *WI is an infinite-dimensional closed complement of%‘(B) @ .9?(B + S,) 
in X. 
Again, regarding the operator B, we notice that the subspace 
% zf W + Sd is a closed infinite-dimensional subspace having an infinite- 
dimensional closed complement, -rU; , in V0 . Hence, we assert: 
3 two infinite-dimensional closed linear subspaces 
wO, “w; 3 w0 0 “/y; is a complement of 4 in X, *ry-, is a com- 
plement of 9 @ “w; in X, WI is a complement of 92 @ 7& in 
X, and 3 one-one bounded linear mapping T,’ of X onto ?2$ . (4) 
Now define the operators Tl , T, as follows: 
T . Tl jbR = B/-l, maps &! t) 9; 
1’ 
Tl Ix, = Tl’T;-l, maps MO e, VO; 
T2 1% = T2’B-l, maps S++%$O, 
T2 : T, IWO = BT;-I, maps w0 f-) +?l, 
T2 Iw, = identity : w1* 7”y; ; 
both Tl and T, are defined by linearity everywhere in X. Clearly Tl , T, h GL, 
and if T = T,T, , then T maps W(A) onto wO. 
Next let A, = TA. Then dejine, for 0 < t < 1, 
C, = (1 - t) A, + tB. 
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Clearly, for each t 3 0 < t < 1, C, E SB( - ‘x)), and {C,},, tG,l is a continuous 
path in &( - a) joining ‘-1, to B. Finally, using Theorem 1 of [l], with 
k = 0, we find that 
i.e., A, is pathwise connected in SB(- 00) to rl. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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